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Slap tongue !   ! 

Just-air tones (on 5th line: high; on 3rd: medium; on 1st: low) !  

Voice ! x for unpithced interjections and stemless-notes with an indication for singing. 
Interjections with an exclamation point should be loud and “dry”, brief.  

Accidentals  ! Every note without sharps or flats is meant to be played natural, even 
when it is preceded by homonymous note with a sharp or flat. 

Air percentage ! Each different air percentage designates a different sound quality, 
where “air 90%” means very airy sound (but still with clearly discernible pitch), 70% 
means a little airy, 50% means neutral, 30% means a little aggressive, and “air 10%” 
means aggressive, “tight” sound. The extensions of these indications are given by 
dotted lines, and dotted arrows indicate transitions.  

Appoggiaturas ! The appoggiaturas should only begin when at least half of the 
preceding note’s value has been played. If the appoggiatura group is too long and the 
value of that note is exceeded, do not compensate by shortening the next note’s value 
or altering tempo momentarily. They should all be played very fast, but feel free to vary 
speed a little and phrase them as you wish.  

On Tº3, during the “outburst” (measures 34-39), appoggiaturas will appear as 64th 
notes. This is just a way to make it easier to separate the different kinds of attack that 
will occur in the same appoggiatura group, they are equal in speed to the other 
appoggiaturas. 

Improvisation Boxes ! In the upper systems there are notes to be played in frulato 
(and occasionally harmonics), with undetermined duration. The moment these notes 
can be played is suggested by their position in the boxes. The lower systems are telling 
you what you can use during the improvisation. They give you the range, the kind of 
figures (very short, short, long, very long, tremolo), the techniques (normal sound or 
slap, with an indication in percentage of how much of each is to be played), the pauses 
and the vocal sounds you can make. Do not use microtones, unless to attenuate some 
strong “tonal relation”, punctually. The systems have independent dynamics and air 
percentages. 

Outburst ! The lines indicate glissandos. The headless-notes are undetermined, but 
give you the glissandos direction. Some notes in the upper voice will appear with a 
tenuto above them. This means that their value is to be played entirely before going to 
the appoggiaturas. 
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